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We are a consultative custom market research agency, responsive, agile 
and committed to our clients’ success above all.

We have a long history of helping brands succeed and we continually 
innovate new means for obtaining insight. We set ourselves apart as we 
fuse sector expertise and award winning research designs with innovative 
tools and technology to deliver impactful, actionable insights that keep 
our clients ahead of what’s next.

Expert in all areas of research design, implementation, analysis, and 
reporting, we have particular strengths in customer experience, brand and 
new product development. 

Working internationally from our offices, our activities span both business-
to-business and consumer markets.

Our legacy, expertise and relationships made us who we are but 
technology drives our future and speed of delivery allows us to anticipate 
challenges.

www.harris-interactive.co.uk

contact us
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Background and Methodology



About this report

On the morning of Thursday 6th December, the 
news broke that Britain's biggest gambling 
companies had voluntarily agreed to a ‘whistle-
to-whistle’ ban on advertising during live 
sports broadcasts.

The same day, Harris Interactive launched a 
nationally representative Harris 24 poll surveying 
963 members of the public in 8 hours - exploring 
their views on:

 Reactions to the news

 Awareness, attitudes, and impact on live sports 
betting behaviour

 Attitudes towards further bans on gambling 
companies in sports
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Total 963
Males 436

Females 527
18-34 232
35-54 332
55+ 399

Method and sample

Online panel survey via Harris 24
Total interviews = 963
5-minute survey, fieldwork 6th December
Sample weighted to national demographics by gender, age & region
18+ interviewed with quotas set by gender/age

unweighted bases

Results disclosed in this report may not be used for 
advertising, marketing, or promotional purposes without 
the prior written consent of Harris Interactive. 

Products and brand names are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of their respective owners.

About Harris 24

Harris 24 is an ultrafast polling service from Harris Interactive, 
delivering high quality insights from up to 5,000 respondents.

We can reach 21+ million global consumers across 50+ markets.

Real time data access via an analytics platform with exportable 
outputs
National or custom sample surveys
Up to 50 questions per survey
Harris expert survey design support

Click here for more information.
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Key Takeouts



1
Key Takeouts

Awareness of the advertising ban stands at just over 1 in 3 with current online 
sports betters more aware (just over half).

While public support for the upcoming advertising ban is overwhelming (81%), 
current online sports betters express much lower support (66%).

Behaviour will be affected. Many current online sports betters say the ban will 
result in changes to their betting behaviour during live matches.

With gambling companies still perceived poorly due to a large degree of 
cynicism, the UK public believe that the ban should be more widespread 
(advertising around pitches and shirt sponsorship).
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Although many disagree that this will truly impact ‘Problem Gambling’, 
current online sports betters are in higher agreement than the general public.
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Reaction to the news



Awareness stands at just over 1 in 3, but support for the 
upcoming advertising ban is overwhelming
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35%

65%

Yes No

81%

19%

AWARENESS OF BAN
AMONG GENERAL PUBLIC

SUPPORT FOR BAN
AMONG GENERAL PUBLIC

51%

HIGHER
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CURRENT 
ONLINE 
SPORTS 

BETTERS:

66%
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AMONG 
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ONLINE 
SPORTS 
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Current online sports betters are more aware, but support for 
the ban is much lower, with many intending to change behaviour
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60%

8%

8%

13%

18%

24%

No, it will not change my behaviour in any way

Stop gambling altogether

Play different games instead

Bet on sports during live matches more

Stop betting on sports during live matches altogether

Bet on sports during live matches less

Intended change to betting behaviours during sports matches after ban
(among current online sports betters)



Gambling advertising during live matches was seen to 
“normalise gambling”; but mainly was simply annoying
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62% 58% 58% 56% 49%54% 46% 47% 58% 38%

are annoying encourage people to                 
get into debt

are irresponsible normalise gambling fuel under-age gambling

General public
Current online sport gamblers

% agreeing that gambling adverts during live sports matches… 



38%

41%

45%

45%

44%

25%

32%

33%

36%

38%

General public
Current online sports betters

Despite public support of the ban, the public remain 
unconvinced whether this will truly impact ‘Problem Gambling’
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% Slightly / Strongly agree

This will stop people from getting into debt

This will help stop under-age gambling

This will help people to gamble responsibly

This will help reduce the issue of ‘Problem Gambling’

This will help people limit how much they gamble

% agreeing with 
impact from ban



45%

46%

53%

68%

27%

35%

42%

67%

General public
Current online sports betters
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% Slightly / Strongly agree

This is bad for the gambling industry

This has improved my perception of gambling companies

This will impact how much money gambling companies make

Gambling companies have only done this due to Government pressure

With gambling companies still perceived poorly due to a large 
degree of cynicism

% agreeing with 
impact from ban



General public 54% 53% 47% 32%
Current online 
sports gamblers 39% 39% 36% 45%

UK public believe the ban should be more widespread; to shirt 
sponsorship and pitch-side advertising
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% believe 
gambling 
adverts 
should be 
banned from 

Advertising 
around 
pitches

Shirt 
sponsorship

League 
sponsorship

None of 
these



19%

81%

Even current online sports betters believe more is required and 
are concerned about ‘Problem Gambling’.
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YES

NO

% of online sports 
betters who have ever 
gone into debt due to 
placing sports bets 
online during live 
sports matches



Examples of our capabilities and 
automated research solutions 



More services from Harris Interactive   www.harris-interactive.co.uk

Area More information

Bespoke studies Contact us See right

Harris 24 Ultra-fast polling Click here

Our NPD suite From ideas to final concepts Click here

Online communities Long-term + popUP Click here

Employee research Employee PowerTM Click here

Brand & comms Hi Brands® Click here

Permission-based 
digital tracking

Tracking actual behaviours
to supplement surveys Click here

Stakeholder research Customer engagement Click here

Thank you!
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